Important information for M.Tech admission at IIT Patna, July 2022
(Offer through COAP)

Those who applied against adv no. Advt. No. IITP/ACAD/M.Tech/2022/01 dated 29.03.2022 under regular category and eligible for offer through COAP (Common Offer Admission Portal) should note the following.

Admission, if offered, will be purely provisional and subject to document verification at a later stage. Admission will be offered only through COAP. The candidates are required to exercise option in COAP within the prescribed period (COAP time Window for viewing of offers and decision making by candidates). ONLY those candidates “accepting and freezing” offer at IIT Patna, through COAP, are required to pay seat acceptance fee through SBI collect for sending payment proof within four days of freezing seat in COAP. They must also fill google link form.

SBI collect link is https://www.onlinesbi.com/sbicollect/icollecthome.htm

The seat acceptance fee is Rs 16,000/- for Gen/OBC/EWS.
For SC/ST, the fee is Rs 5,000/-.

Please fill the google form for sending payment proof and other details.
Google form link is https://forms.gle/2KAweq1YV5KeJuwP6

Offer letters shall be sent in due course.

Non receipt of payment proof, as per above, shall lead to withdrawal of offer of admission and no claim /correspondence shall be entertained in this regard since the seat would already have been allotted to the next candidate.